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1.0

Introduction

Peers Brown Miller Ltd (PBM) has been commissioned by Centauri
Management to undertake an arboricultural assessment of trees standing
within, and adjacent to, the works footprint of the proposed Omahu
Development. This development will provide modern, high density apartment
type housing.
This site spans between Great South Road to the west, the rail
corridor/southern motorway to the east and Omahu Road to the south. It
encompasses the following properties; 224, 228 and 230 Great South Road,
53, 53A and 49-51 Omahu Road, Greenlane.
Arboricultural input has been a key factor for the development. Accordingly,
PBM has provided ongoing recommendations to the project team regarding
appropriate vegetation alteration and removals within and surrounding the
site.
With regard to affected trees, the proposed works include the following;





Demolition of existing buildings on the site
Vegetation pruning and removals
Excavation within the site and installation of underground services
Construction of the proposed buildings

This report will assess the level of proposed works in relation to the affected
trees within and surrounding the site. Reference will be made to the Auckland
Unitary Plan (AUP) with regard to the level of protection offered to the subject
vegetation.

2.0

The Brief

2.1

Identify trees and vegetation worthy of retention within and
surrounding the site, and offer recommendations as to appropriate
levels of works within their vicinity.

2.2

To identify those trees affected by the proposed development which
are protected under rules of the AUP.

2.3

To comment on the proposed development works on site, the
proposed pruning extents and the subsequent removal of vegetation
within and surrounding the site.
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2.4

To propose suitable tree protection measures to ensure that retained
trees are not adversely affected by the development works.

3.0

Plan References

Plans pertinent to this report are as follows;




Topographical Plan, Omahu Development – by Northern Land
Development Consultants
Landscape Plan, Omahu Development – by Boffa Miskell
Civil Plan Set – by GWE consulting engineers

Relevant screenshots from these documents are included throughout this
report.

4.0
4.1

Statutory Context
Trees in roads

There is one Magnolia tree (Magnolia grandiflora) – Tree 3, located on/very
close to the Omahu Rd road reserve. The base of this tree has not been
surveyed, and the property boundaries are difficult to determine in this area.
For the sake of this assessment, a conservative approach is being taken.
Therefore, this tree is being considered as located on the road
reserve/protected (as is some of the surrounding/sub-canopy vegetation
detailed in Section 6.2 of this report).
This Magnolia tree is proposed for retention – with a level of works proposed
within its root zone. Several small Privet trees (Ligustrum lucidum) that are
growing around this tree are proposed for removal.
All works affecting street trees require Tree Owner’s Approval (TOA).
Subsequently, this report has been sent to the Auckland Council Arboriculture
and Eco Specialist for TOA.
Trees in Roads/Chapter E17 of the AUP details the activities/rules relating to
street trees. The relevant ‘Activity’ applicable to the assessment of this
proposal is tabulated below:
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Table E17.4.1 Activity Table
Activity
A4
A7
4.2

Pest plant removal
Works within the protected rootzone

Activity
Status
P
P

Notable Tree

A Notable Pohutukawa tree is growing within the site. This tree is listed in
Schedule 10 of the AUP as reference number 322.
Activities relating to notable trees are found in ‘Notable Trees Overlay’ D13 of
the AUP. The relevant ‘Activities’ applicable to the assessment of this proposal
are tabulated below:
Table D13.4.1 Activity Table
Activity
A6
A9

Activity
Status
Tree trimming or alteration that does not comply with RD
Standard D13.6.1
Works within the protected root zone not otherwise RD
provided for

The relevant Assessment Criteria for these activities are detailed in Chapter
D13.8.2 of the AUP. An assessment against these standards is provided in
Section 7.1 and 7.2 of this report.

5.0 Overview of Site Development
The development of this site is extensive, and involves the construction of
seven separate apartment buildings. A large underground carpark that spans
the majority of the site will provide parking for the residents.
There are a number of non-protected trees within the site which require
removal in order to enable the proposed development. During a site walkover
with the project team, only one significant non-protected tree was recorded
(Himalayan Cedar - Cedrus deodara). This tree has been designed around and
is proposed for retention as part of the future landscape.
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A number of non-protected, juvenile and semi-mature trees within the site are
proposed for removal. However, a comprehensive planting plan by Boffa
Miskell has been prepared, which will enhance the number of trees and
biodiversity of the future site.
The landscape plan (referenced in Section 3.0 of this report) has been used
as the base map for the Tree Location Plan, and is included as Appendix 1 of
this report as well as below;

Figure 1 – Boffa Miskell Landscape Plan, with tree locations added by PBM

6.0 Proposed Works in Relation to Trees
6.1 Trees within the site proposed for retention
6.1.1 Descriptions of Trees
Tree 1 - This large notable Pohutukawa tree is growing within 53 Omahu
Road. It is a broad spreading tree with approximately twenty leaders
emanating from a large bole (>2m diameter). These individual leaders are
between 150-500mm in diameter.
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The tree is displaying good vigour and is in a good state of health. The
canopy spread of the tree is approximately 12m, and the height 20m.
This tree is sharing one continuous canopy with an adjacent Himalayan Cedar
tree – which is also proposed for retention. This Cedar tree is identified as
Tree 2.
Tree 2 – This Himalayan Cedar tree is also a large specimen and is in a good
state of health. The approximate height of the tree is 20m, canopy spread
radius – 10m, and it has a diameter at 1.4m of 1m.

Figure 2 – Trees 1 & 2

6.1.2 Trees 1 & 2 - root zone alteration
A level of works is proposed within the root zones of the notable Pohutukawa
tree (Tree 1), and the Himalayan Cedar (Tree 2). This includes a new access
road, a new wastewater connection and general soft landscaping.
Although the Cedar tree is not protected, it shares one continuous canopy
and a portion of its root zone with the Pohutukawa. Therefore, both trees are
discussed in this section. However, the assessment criteria (detailed in
Section 7.0) are focused solely on the protected Pohutukawa.
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The following figure shows the existing environment around Trees 1 & 2. A
colour overlay is added to the survey in order to indicate the existing
permeable and impervious surfaces. Also included (red line) is the proposed
new edge of road.

Figure 3 – existing environment around Trees 1 & 2

Figure 4 – proposed environment around Trees 1 & 2
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By comparing the existing and proposed environments around Trees 1 & 2, it
is evident that the overall growing environment for either tree is not being
altered significantly. The majority of the area (within the root zone of the
trees) that will form the new road is covered with existing impervious
surfaces. Furthermore, the existing JOAL and permeable area to the
southwest of the Pohutukawa will not be altered.
The new access road is located 8.13 metres from the centre of the
Pohutukawa tree at the closest point and 4.38m from the centre of the Cedar
at the closest point. The proposed levels along the new road edge will be
largely maintained – with no retaining wall or major cuts required. Further
away from the trees, a basement carpark with connecting ramp is proposed.
However, the start of the ramp and/or closest edge of the underground
carpark is located greater than 20m from either tree.
A generous area of permeable ground has been provided around the trees
which will only have minor soft landscaping (anticipated as introduction of
100mm of topsoil, 100mm of mulch and new under-planting). Hand tools only
shall be used in this area. If the existing Tecoma (Tecoma capensis) hedge is
desired to be removed as part of the future landscape, then no excxvation by
machine shall be carried out during this activity (cut to ground level only and
grind stump material).
Considering the protected root zone of the Pohutukawa tree as a 12 radius,
the proposed works associated with new driveway account for less than 10%
alteration.
A new wastewater connection was initially proposed within the root zone of
these trees. Following arboricultural feedback, this connection has been
shifted further from the trees, and is now located greater than 14m away –
beyond either trees root zone.
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Figure 5 – screenshot from Civil plan set showing the proposed
wastewater line

Overall, the proposed alteration to the root zone of both trees is acceptable
from an arboricultural perspective and will not adversely affect either tree’s
long term health – provided the tree protection methodologies detailed in
Section 9.0 are adhered to.
With reference to the AUP, the proposed works within the protected root zone
of the Pohutukawa tree are assessed as a Restricted Discretionary
Activity D13.4.1 (A9) of the AUP because they exceed the permitted
standards detailed in D13.6.2.
6.1.3 Pruning of Trees 1 & 2
The canopy levels of Trees 1 & 2 that are within the site are proposed to be
raised in order to provide an appropriate level of clearance above the new
access road.
With regard to the Pohutukawa, this would account for less than 10% of its
canopy, and would be focused on reducing the lower hanging branch tips by
pruning them back to appropriate growth points. The largest diameter branch
proposed for pruning would be circa 150mm.
This pruning will be carried out in line with modern arboricultural pruning
practices, by a Council approved Contractor. This pruning is assessed as a
Restricted Discretionary Activity D13.4.1 (A6) of the AUP because it
exceeds the permitted pruning standards (pruning cuts with a diameter
greater than 50mm).
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Figure 6 – view looking northeast at the notable Pohutukawa, with the
approximate extent of the proposed pruning marked in red

The above pruning shall be discussed onsite with the Council Heritage
arborist, the contractors carrying out the works, and the works arborist –
prior to any pruning taking place.

6.2 Magnolia Street Tree
As detailed in Section 4.1, one Magnolia street tree is proposed for retention.
This tree is located close to the Omahu Road overbridge that extends above
the motorway. it is growing within a cluster of vegetation which has had a
lack of maintenance – with several privet trees (Ligustrum lucidum) having
self-seeded in the area, and an English ivy (Hedera helix) smothering the
Magnolia tree’s inner branch structure.
It is proposed to retain all the trees growing within this cluster of vegetation,
apart from the pest plant species (Privet & English Ivy). The removal of this
vegetation shall be carried out under supervision of the works arborist, and all
care would be taken to ensure that the canopy and root zone of the retained
vegetation is not adversely affected.
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The removal of pest plant species located on the road reserve from within this
vegetation group is assessed as a Permitted Activity under E17.4.1(A4)
of the AUP.

Figure 7 – view looking from Omahu Road at Tree 3, and surrounding
vegetation

Figure 8 – view of Tree 3 and surrounding vegetation from within the site

Part of the upgrading of the site involves the removal of the wooden retaining
wall visible in Figure 8 above. The removal of this wall shall be carried out
under supervision of the works arborist to ensure that any root zone
disturbance is avoided or minimised.
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The following cross section through this garden area has been provided by
Boffa Miskell. It shows the existing and proposed levels.

Figure 9 – cross section through the subject garden bed, with the darker
line representing the proposed levels

As is evident on the above cross section, a new smaller retaining wall will be
constructed within the site, and the ground levels below this wall will be
battered up to its base. This will have negligible impacts on the growing
environment/root zones of this cluster of vegetation – provided the works are
carried out under supervision of the works arborist. No active root severance
is required for this activity, as there are no excavations within the raised
garden bed. However, if some roots become inadvertently exposed/damaged
during the removal of the existing wall, they shall be treated by the works
arborist – in accordance with the Tree Protection methodologies (Section 9.0).
The above detailed root zone alteration is assessed as a Permitted Activity
under E17.4.1(A7) of the AUP.
All works affecting street trees require Tree Owner’s Approval (TOA).
Subsequently, this report has been sent to the Auckland Council Arboriculture
and Eco Specialist for TOA.

7.0 Assessment Criteria
The proposed root zone alteration and pruning of the notable Pohutukawa
tree discussed in Section 6.1.2 & 6.1.3 of this report are assessed as
Restricted Discretionary Activities.
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The relevant D13.8.2 AUP Assessment criteria are discussed in the following
sections;
7.1

Assessment Criteria – Notable tree pruning

D13.8.2 Assessment criteria – D13 Notable Trees Overlay
The following is my assessment against the criteria for the pruning of the
Notable Pohutukawa tree, contained in D13.8.2 of the AUP. The criteria are
given in red text in the left hand box with my comments in black text in the
right hand box
(a)

(b)

(c)

the extent to which alternative
methods that could result in
avoiding alteration of the tree or
trees have been considered

An earlier concept had one of the
proposed apartment buildings located
within the root zone of the Pohutukawa
tree. Following arboricultural
recommendations to the project team, this
structure has been distanced further from
the tree. This has resulted in less pruning
being required, as well as a better long
term growing environment.
An earlier concept also had the Himalayan
Cedar tree (Tree 2) proposed for removal.
The removal of this tree would have
drastically altered the growing
environment of the Pohutukawa, and
potentially exposed this aspect of the tree
to branch failure as a result of high winds
that the tree did not grow/respond to
tolerate (edge effect). Arboricultural
recommendations have helped retain this
significant Cedar tree as part of the
proposal.
the specific values of the tree or The Pohutukawa tree is considered to be
trees including any ecological
significant with regard to many of the
values with respect to water and
listed values, including ecosystem services
soil conservation, ecosystem
- in particular as roosting sites for bird life
services, stability, ecology,
and insect habitat. Additionally, it would
habitat for birds and amelioration contribute to heat and wind moderation
of natural hazards
and in the removal of particulates from the
atmosphere. These values will not be
adversely affected with this level of
pruning - provided that the recommended
tree protection measures are
implemented.
the extent to which effects on the The general shape of the tree will be
values of the tree or trees
maintained. No structural limbs will be
including any effects on the
removed (only smaller secondary
natural shape, form and branch
branches). The pruning is isolated to one
habit and the root network can
aspect of the tree - the lower canopy of
be minimised
the tree within the site. Therefore, the
natural form and branch habit will not be
adversely affected.
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(d)

(e)

the extent to which any impact
on the immediate or long-term
health and stability of the tree or
trees is able to be minimised or
avoided;
the loss of any amenity values
that the tree or trees provided;

(f)

the risk of actual damage to
people and property from the
tree or trees including the extent
to which adverse effects on the
health and safety of people have
been addressed;

(g)

the degree to which any
proposed mitigation adequately
responds to the effects on the
tree or trees;
the degree to which the proposal
is consistent with best
arboricultural practice guidelines
for tree management;
methods to contain and control
plant pathogens and diseases
including measures for
preventing the spread of soil and
the safe disposal of plant
material;
the provision of a tree works
plan, to address: (i) the effects
on the tree or trees; (ii) the
proposed methods to be used;
(iii) the extent to which the
proposed works are consistent
with best arboricultural practice;
(iv) for tree alteration, the
methods proposed to reduce any
adverse effects and the extent of
the alteration of the tree or trees;
and (v) for works within the
protected root zone, the methods
proposed to reduce any adverse
effects on the tree or trees,
including the depth of the works,
and the extent of area of the
protected root zone or zones that
is affected.
the need for the direction and
supervision of a qualified arborist
while the works are being carried

(h)

(I)

(J)

(k)

The proposed pruning is minor in extent
and will not adversely affect these values.

It is considered that, provided the works
are undertaken in accordance with this
assessment, existing amenity values would
not be adversely affected.
No large limbs will be removed from the
tree. Therefore, the pruning will be
reducing the end weight loading of the
subject branches within the site. This will
prevent the likelihood of failure of these
lateral branches which have been targeted
for reduction/raising.
The tree will be retained and protected.
Tree protection measures are detailed in
Section 9.0 of this report.
All pruning is to be undertaken by suitably
qualified arborists under the supervision of
the works arborist
No Myrtle rust was noted on the
Pohutukawa at the time of inspection.
Should Myrtle rust be suspected – correct
biosecurity protocols are to be followed
during the pruning of the tree.
This report and recommendations form the
basis of a Tree Works Plan. All works are
to be undertaken in accordance with the
tree protection methodology outlined in
this report. All additional design and final
details will be approved and implemented
in consultation with the client’s works
arborist.
All pruning will be undertaken under the
supervision of the works arborist.

Arboricultural supervision is recommended
in this report
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(l)

(m)

out;
the functional and operational
requirements of infrastructure;
and

the benefits derived from
infrastructure.

The proposed works are not required due
to the requirements for infrastructure, per
se, but rather to provide a
driveway/internal road in this location.
Refer to the planners AEE for further
details.
Please refer to comment (l) above

7.3 Assessment Criteria – Works within the protected root zone of
Notable Pohutukawa tree
D13.8.2 Assessment criteria – D13 Notable Trees Overlay
The following is my assessment against the criteria for the proposed works
within the protected root zone of the notable Pohutukawa tree as detailed in
Section 6.1.2 of this report. The criteria are given in blue text in the left hand
box with my comments in black text in the right hand box
The Council will consider the relevant assessment criteria for restricted
discretionary activities from the list below:
(a)

the extent to which alternative
methods that could result in
avoiding alteration of the tree or
trees have been considered

(b)

the specific values of the tree or
trees including any ecological
values with respect to water and
soil conservation, ecosystem
services, stability, ecology,
habitat for birds and
amelioration of natural hazards

(c)

the extent to which effects on
the values of the tree or trees
including any effects on the
natural shape, form and branch
habit and the root network can
be minimised

(d)

the extent to which any impact
on the immediate or long-term

The existing proposal is the result of
alternative methods that have been
recommended in order to minimise the
proposed works within this tree’s protected
root zone. A generous area of permeable
land adjacent to the tree has been
provided. This proposal is therefore the
better of explored options.
The subject tree is large, so would be
providing many of the listed values,
including contributions to water and soil
conservation, ecosystem services - in
particular as roosting sites for bird life and
insect habitat. Additionally, they are
significant in terms of heat and wind
moderation and in the removal of
particulates from the atmosphere. These
values will not be adversely affected from
the proposed earthworks provided the
recommended tree protection measures are
implemented
The tree’s natural shape, form and branch
habit will not be altered as a result of the
proposed earthworks. Adverse effects in
relation to its protected root zone have
been minimized by the buffer area of
permeable landscaping adjacent to the tree
and via the tree protection measures as
detailed in Section 9.0 of this report.
During the course of the project, the tree
would be provided the maximum degree of
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health and stability of the tree
or trees is able to be minimised
or avoided;

(e)

the loss of any amenity values
that the tree or trees provided;

(f)

the risk of actual damage to
people and property from the
tree or trees including the
extent to which adverse effects
on the health and safety of
people have been addressed;

(g)

the degree to which any
proposed mitigation adequately
responds to the effects on the
tree or trees;

(h)

the degree to which the
proposal is consistent with best
arboricultural practice guidelines
for tree management;

(I)

methods to contain and control
plant pathogens and diseases
including measures for
preventing the spread of soil
and the safe disposal of plant
material;
the provision of a tree works
plan, to address: (i) the effects
on the tree or trees; (ii) the
proposed methods to be used;
(iii) the extent to which the
proposed works are consistent
with best arboricultural practice;
(iv) for tree alteration, the
methods proposed to reduce
any adverse effects and the

(J)

protection through having excavation
activities in the vicinity supervised by a
works arborist, and roots being retained
where appropriate/practicable. Proposed
excavations are distanced from the tree
wherever possible and are minimal in
extent (with regard to the tree’s protected
root zone area), so stability is not an issue.
Amenity values will not be adversely
affected as a result of the proposed
earthworks because they are minor in
extent. Appropriate tree protection
measures will be implemented.
The tree is firmly rooted in the ground, with
good access to permeable ground – the
vast majority of which will remain
permeable. Therefore, the proposed root
zone alterations are negligible in terms of
the risk that the tree is posing in the future
landscape.
The tree is not being removed, so no
mitigation planting is considered to be
required. Any effect that could be regarded
as being adverse, in terms of effects arising
from activities in the vicinity of the subject
trees, would be mitigated by the tree
protection methodologies recommended in
Section 9.0 of this report.
Arboricultural input has been involved
during the design stage of the proposal, in
particular, regarding the percentage of
works within the tree’s root zone area, as
well as the proximity of any proposed works
to the tree. A suite of recommended
protection measures and appropriate works
methods is provided in this report.
It is not considered that any specific
biosecurity measures are required when
excavating near Pohutukawa trees.

Tree protection measures and appropriate
works methods are outlined in detail in this
report.
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(k)

(l)
(m)

extent of the alteration of the
tree or trees; and (v) for works
within the protected root zone,
the methods proposed to reduce
any adverse effects on the tree
or trees, including the depth of
the works, and the extent of
area of the protected root zone
or zones that is affected.
the need for the direction and
supervision of a qualified
arborist while the works are
being carried out;
the functional and operational
requirements of infrastructure;
and
the benefits derived from
infrastructure.

Arboricultural supervision is recommended
in this report.
Refer to the planners AEE
Refer to the planners AEE

8.0 Mitigation Planting
The trees included in this assessment are proposed for retention and
protection (apart from the pest plant species detailed in Section 6.2).
It is noted that a number of non-protected, juvenile and semi-mature trees
within the site are proposed for removal. However, a comprehensive planting
plan by Boffa Miskell has been prepared (including Puriri, Kohekohe, Titoki,
Taraire, Pohutukawa…) the implementation of which will enhance the number
of trees and biodiversity of the future site.

9.0 Tree Protection Methodology
During the course of construction works a retained tree has the potential to
be damaged through the tracking of construction machinery, direct contact
with machinery and storage or contamination from materials. Therefore, the
principal method of ensuring that the subject trees proposed for retention are
protected during construction would be protective fencing delineating the
protected root zone areas and direct arboricultural supervision of
development works within close proximity of the protected root zone areas.
The following Tree Protection Methodologies will ensure that the trees
proposed for retention will not be damaged inadvertently during the
construction phase.
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a) A pre-start meeting shall be held at the site to discuss all issues
pertaining to the protection of the trees that are proposed for
retention, and to gain a common understanding of the proposed tree
protection measures and the relevant conditions of consent in that
regard. Present at the meeting should be;




The site foreman or project manager
The worksite supervisory arborist
Any other relevant subcontractors

An invitation shall be sent to the Council Heritage Arborist West Fynn West.Fynn@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
This meeting can be combined with the general pre-commencement
meeting for the project.
b) Prior to any works commencing (including demolition), a protective
fence consisting of 1.8 metre steel mesh fencing (for trees 1 & 2) &
plastic mesh fencing attached between steel waratahs (for tree 3) shall
be erected to isolate the root zones of the subject trees from the
general site works.
The precise location of the protective fences, and of the width of the
work space provided, would be discussed and agreed upon at the
required pre-commencement meeting.
c) The following activities shall not take place within the protective fences
or the root zone of any tree that is proposed for retention;




No storage of materials, spoil or equipment of any sort
No discharge or washings from fuels, oils or other toxic liquids
including paint and concrete
No passage of vehicles or machinery – unless approved by the
works arborist and appropriate ground protection measures are
put in place to reduce compaction of the ground (e.g. trackmats and/or a layer of mulch).

d) Initial excavations within the root zones of the trees that are proposed
for retention shall be carried out under supervision of the works
arborist, and by manual methods where practicable (particularly on the
edge of cut closest to a subject tree). A small excavator fitted with a
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straight blade bucket may be used under direct supervision of the
works arborist for the remainder of the excavations – if required.
e) Any roots encountered shall be treated by the works arborist in
accordance with modern arboricultural practice and retained where
practicable. Retained roots shall be prevented from drying out with a
layer of hessian, and protected from concrete with a barrier of
polythene.
f) The proposed pruning on the notable Pohutukawa shall be discussed
and agreed onsite between the arborist contractors, the Council
Heritage arborist and the works arborist. It shall be carried out by a
council approved contractor in accordance with best practice.
g) All involvement with the project of the appointed works arborist would
be recorded and logged, including relevant photographs. The log would
be made available at the completion of the project to serve as a
compliance report.
h) Conditions outlined in the Tree Asset Owner’s Approval form should
also be complied with.

10.0

Conclusion

PBM are satisfied that, by implementing the recommended mitigation and tree
protection measures as outlined in this report, any adverse arboricultural
effects from the Omahu Development will be sufficiently avoided or mitigated.
All proposed works around the trees have been guided through ongoing
liaison with the consultant arborist, assessed via the plans provided, and are
subsequently acceptable from an arboricultural perspective.
This report is to accompany the application to Council seeking Resource
Consent to undertake the following activities involving a notable Pohutukawa,
subject to the tree protection rules and assessment criteria detailed in
Chapter D13 of the AUP;


D13.4.1 (A6) Trimming of a notable Pohutukawa tree growing within
53 Omahu Road, that does not comply with Standard D13.6.1 Assessed as a Restricted Discretionary Activity
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D13.4.1 (A9)
Works within the protected root zone of a notable
Pohutukawa tree growing within 53 Omahu Road (not otherwise
provided for) - Assessed as a Restricted Discretionary Activity

Tree Owner’s Approval from the Council Arboriculture and Eco Specialist has
been sought for the Permitted activities detailed in Section 6.2 of this report.
Please do not hesitate to contact Peers Brown Miller if further arboricultural
input is required.

Chris Scott-Dye
Consultant Arborist
Peers Brown Miller Limited
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